Abstract: In this paper, we report a novel single-mode laser with high immunity to external optical feedback following the principle of active-filter-tuned oscillator. Within the conventional Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity, a high-Q bandpass filter formed by two tilted gratings with detuned Bragg wavelengths is embedded, and the resultant mode selection mechanism can purify the lasing spectrum by eliminating all but one of the FP cavity modes near the peak wavelength of the said filter. The proposed laser inherently bears the distinct feature of being robust against any small disturbances to oscillation loop. Simulation results from the large-signal dynamic model show that a stable single-mode operation has been achieved with a side-mode suppression ratio of as high as 50 dB. Further, compared with conventional index-coupled distributed feedback lasers, the proposed laser exhibits a much higher immunity to external optical feedback, even at a very high feedback level of −3 dB, and its single-mode yield is also less susceptible to variations of effective facet phases caused by cleaving in semiconductor laser fabrications.
Introduction
Single-mode semiconductor lasers as indispensable light sources are highly demanded in applications of both telecommunications and data communications. Distributed feedback (DFB) lasers are widely deployed in these systems due to their prominent advantage of superior spectral purity, which is extremely beneficial for maintaining the fidelity of signal during the transmission in optical fibers. There are a variety of DFB lasers, including index-coupled (IC) DFB lasers [1] , [2] ; gain-or loss-coupled (GC or LC) DFB lasers [3] , [4] ; dispersive grating DFB lasers [5] , etc.; among which the IC-DFB laser is one of the most widely adopted structures in current optical fiber communication networks. However, one of the major demerits of IC-DFB lasers is its poor immunity to external optical feedback. The common solution is to cascade an optical isolator after the DFB laser to prevent the optical field returning to the laser. While the commercially available bulky optical isolator is not applicable in the integrated photonics, several waveguide-based optical isolators capable of being integrated with the semiconductor lasers have been proposed [6] - [8] , yet are still distant for practical use. Several groups has been focused on the isolator-free operation of devices, such as the partially-corrugated-waveguide laser diodes (PC-LDs) [9] , [10] and distributed reflector (DR) lasers with wire-like active regions [11] and discrete mode (DM) lasers [12] . The PC-LD only shows an improved immunity to external optical feedback at a feedback level of up to −20 dB when compared to the conventional IC-DFB lasers. The DR laser may require more complex processing techniques involved in deep-etching through the multiple quantum wells to form wire-like active regions in DR lasers. It is especially challenging if the Al-containing materials frequently used in high-speed devices are adopted. While the DM laser is proposed to achieve the single-mode operation by the coupling among multiple cavities formed by a series of reflective slots and end facets, it also shows low sensitivity to optical feedback. However, both reflected and transmitted waves from the interfaces of slots play a crucial role in determining the lasing wavelength. As a result, a precise control of the phase condition, consequently the positions of the slots, is required in fabrications to guarantee the single mode operation for this type of lasers. Another issue of the IC-DFB laser is its dual-mode operation relevant to the uniform grating structure that is widely adopted in access networks as a cost effective solution. Although asymmetric HR/AR coatings at the end facets may lift the mode degeneracy, the random grating residual phases at the facets still cause a severe drop of the single-mode yield at a designated lasing wavelength.
In this paper, we have proposed a single-mode laser with high immunity to external optical feedback following the principle of active-filter tuned oscillator [13] . The proposed device is formed by inserting a passive grating section inside a conventional Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity, where the passive grating section consists of two tilted uniform gratings with their Bragg wavelengths detuned. A narrow-bandwidth transmission peak is thus formed by properly aligning the spectral distance between the transmission spectra of two gratings. The passive grating section acts as the high-Q band-pass filter (BPF) and nonlinear effects of the material gain spectrum itself analogously acts as the nonlinear component in the active-filter tuned oscillator circuit. By this design, the longitudinal mode of laser cavity near the peak wavelength of the transmission will be selected to lase, even at the presence of any phase disturbance to the oscillation loop.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Principles and structure of the proposed device are described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the numerical model and simulation methods. In Section 4, the design of the grating section is discussed first, and the performances of the laser with grating section incorporated is then examined in terms of its static and dynamic characteristics. Section 5 investigates the single-mode yield of the proposed device subjected to external optical feedback, as well as the yield under random effective facet phases caused by cleaving. A conclusion is drawn in Section 6.
Principles and Structure
The active-filter tuned oscillator is a common way to realize single frequency oscillation in electronic circuit designs [13] . It normally consists of a high-Q BPF connected with a nonlinear gain component in a positive-feedback loop. The nonlinear gain unit re-broadens spectrum of the otherwise single frequency signal selected by the high-Q BPF. As such, phase condition is always automatically matched, regardless of any small disturbances to the oscillation loop, which implies that active-filter tuned oscillator bears an inherent feature of being insensitive to external feedback that may bring in unpredictable phase changes.
As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , we inserted a tilted passive grating section into the conventional FP laser. The tilted grating section is formed through etching into the ridge of conventional FP lasers at an angle across the ridge. It is noted that the top of the grating section is not metalized to retain this part purely passive, so that the lasing wavelength and side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) will unlikely be affected by the laser operating condition, such as the bias current. In analogy to active-filter tuned oscillator in electronics, the passive grating section acts as a high-Q BPF and the gain medium with normal nonlinear saturation mechanism in FP region works as a nonlinear gain component. Spectral purity of the output signal will mainly be determined by the selectivity (or Q factor) of the BPF [13] . As a result, the design of transmission spectrum with a narrow enough pass-band of the grating section is rather critical. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the passive grating section which consists of two tilted uniform gratings with detuned Bragg wavelengths. The dash line corresponds to transmittance of the left-side grating I with Bragg wavelength of B1 , and the dash-and-dot line corresponds to transmittance of the right-side grating II with Bragg wavelength of B2 . By cascading the two uniform gratings, i.e., grating I and II, the two transmission spectra of the grating I and II overlaps and a narrow transmission peak is resulted through engineering the relative distance between these two spectra, i.e., the distance between B1 and B2 . The edge sharpness of the formed transmission spectrum, as another critical factor to achieve single-mode operation, can be designed by varying the etching depth and the length of the grating.
Last but not least, not only a narrow enough transmission bandwidth, but a much reduced reflection of the grating section as well, is critical in this design. More concretely, if both the transmitted light that passes through the BPF, and the light that is reflected by the complementary band-reject filter (BRF) all remain inside the general FP cavity, they could very likely combine to give no appreciable mode selection mechanism. This usually leads to the fact that the single-mode operation is highly sensitive to the phase condition, e.g., variations of facet phases and/or of the external feedback, if there is any. As a result, the grating section in our design is tilted with a tilt angle of g in order to lower the level of reflections, and to ensure that the transmission spectrum is the only dominant mode selection mechanism during the laser operations. This conforms to the inherent feature of being insensitive to variations of phases for the active-filter tuned oscillator.
The detailed design of the grating section will be discussed in Section 4 after the introduction of the numerical model in the following section.
Numerical Model
The numerical model of the proposed device is presented in this section, and the associated simulation method is listed as follows.
1) The reflection and transmission spectra of the grating section were firstly calculated in the design of a high-Q BPF, as will be presented in Section 4. The transfer matrix method (TMM) with tilted incident light [14] has been applied for this purpose, where the reflected and the transmitted wave were calculated as those waves that coupled back to the guided fundamental mode in the optical waveguide. 2) To include the effect of the grating section in the laser simulation, a non-recursive FIR digital filtering technique [15] - [17] is then applied to transform the performances of the grating in spectral domain to that in the time domain so that the fields entering/leaving the grating section can be easily cascaded with the forward and backward propagating fields inside of the laser cavity. 3) A large-signal time-domain traveling-wave method for laser simulation is finally applied for the proposed structure, i.e., a FP laser with the grating section inserted inside the cavity. The grating section interacts with the optical fields of FP cavity where the grating section is inserted. We assume that the reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient of the grating section calculated by the TMM are r 13ð31Þ and t 13ð31Þ respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 , where the subscribe 1 and 3 denote the interface right before and right after the grating section, respectively. The interactions between the fields of the FP cavity and that of the grating section is easily described in frequency domain, where the forward and backward propagating fields (F 0 andR 0 )
leaving the grating section relates to that (F andR) entering the grating section as
where the letter with a tilde represents the field in the frequency domain. From the Fourier transform theory, the description of (1) in time domain will obviously be in a convolution form. By periodically expending the transmission/reflection spectra, the complex convolution operation can be simplified to the following form for the forward propagating field in the time domain
where the subscripts n and k represent the space point and the time step, respectively. C t are the digital filter coefficients for the transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient, respectively, and they can be obtained by
where is the frequency, and B is the repetition period in frequency domain which is decided by the reciprocal of temporal sampling interval in the large-signal time-domain simulation. The expression of backward propagating field R 0 can be obtained in a similar fashion as
Finally, a 1-D large-signal time-domain travelling-wave model [18] is applied, and the grating section interacts with the optical fields of FP cavity in time domain through the FIR technique described in preceding paragraphs. Within the laser cavity, the governing equations for the slowly varying envelopes F ðz; t Þ and Rðz; t Þ of the forward and backward traveling optical fields are
where g is the group velocity, j denotes the imaginary unit, and the termss f ðz; t Þ ands r ðz; tÞ denote the spontaneous emission noises for the forward and backward propagating waves, respectively. The parameters G and are the net modal gain and the detuning factor, which are given by (8) and (9), respectively, as follows:
where À is the optical confinement factor, g N is the differential gain, N 0 is the transparency carrier density, is the internal loss, " is the gain suppression coefficient, P is the photon density, and m is the linewidth enhancement factor. The noise terms may be approximated a Gaussian random process with zero mean and satisfying the correlation [19] hs f ;r ðz; t Þs
where L is the laser cavity length, is the spontaneous coupling factor, and K is the Petermann's coefficient. The carrier density Nðz; t Þ in the active region along laser cavity can be solved by the positiondependent rate equation [20] 
where I is the injected current, V is the active region volume, and e is the electron charge. A; B; and C denote the linear recombination coefficient, the bimolecular recombination coefficient, and the Auger recombination coefficient, respectively. The coherent feedback of the single-mode laser from the external cavity can be taken into account through an effective reflection coefficient r eff of the front facet, which can be expressed as [21] 
where r 2 is field reflection coefficient of the front facet without external optical feedback, ' is the phase of external optical feedback, and the parameter a is defined as [21] 
which is a measure of the coupling strength between the original cavity and the external one. is the relative feedback level to the surface of the front facet. The boundary conditions then become
where r 1 is the field reflection coefficient of the rear facet, and r eff degenerates to r 2 when there is no external feedback. By following the above approach, the effect of insertion of the grating section on laser performances can be studied by a large signal dynamic simulation carried in a self-consistent manner.
Design and Simulation Results
The etching depth, the length, and the difference between the Bragg wavelengths of two tilted gratings are major parameters that determine the band-pass features of the cascaded transmission spectra.
As is mentioned in Section 2, the grating section was not biased to achieve a more stable single-mode operation; meanwhile, the active region under this grating section was retained to avoid fabrication complexity. The length of the grating section was thus controlled within 10% of the total length of FP cavity, in order to prevent a large absorption loss in this unbiased section. This absorption loss will otherwise possibly cause the device fail to lase if not controlled. Given the FP cavity length of 300 m, the total length of grating section was set as 30 m with each grating of 15 m in our design.
Once the length of the grating section was determined, etching depth is the major remaining degree of freedom that will have effect on the edge sharpness of the formed transmission spectrum with band-pass feature. It is known that the stronger coupling created by deeper etching usually leads to a sharper edge of transmission spectrum, hence better mode-selectivity. Therefore, we make gratings deeply etched down to the top of the separated confinement heterostructure (SCH) layer in this design, and the cross-sectional views of the high and low refractive index region of the grating are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and (b) , respectively. The corresponding modal effective index of these two regions are calculated as n H ¼ 3:2813 and n L ¼ 3:2114, respectively.
In order to eliminate the impact of reflections of the grating section, gratings must be slightly tilted. We have investigated the impact of tilt angle on the transmission and reflection characteristics of the grating section. Fig. 4 shows the normalized transmittance T and reflectance R of the grating section with different tilt angles, where the TMM described in Section 3 has been used to calculate the spectra. In the unbiased region, the increase of the optical absorption is taken into account by assuming a relatively high total internal loss (50 cm −1 ) in the TMM, while the carrier induced refractive index change in this region (approximately 0.006% Fig. 3 . Cross-sectional views of (a) the high refractive index region and (b) the low refractive index region of the grating.
by a rough estimation) has been ignored for its negligible impact on the phase of the gratings. It is shown that a tilt angle of 2°is enough to direct most of the reflection power out of the cavity. Hence a desired BPF is achieved solely by the transmission pass-band, which is rather critical to ensure the lock of lasing wavelength very close to the filter peak. It is seen that no extra phase shift is introduced at the transmission peak (please see Appendix for explanations), and consequently only a small extra phase is involved in the close neighborhood of it. As such, upon its insertion into a FP cavity, the resonant transmission filter provides an almost pure amplitude selection mechanism among several cavity modes around its pass-band peak, with very little disturbance to the cavity phase condition. With the increasing current injection, the FP cavity modes are "floating" as the carriers are building up. One mode will eventually be locked in the neighborhood of the filter peak at the threshold. Once the BPF has a sufficiently narrow bandwidth with a sharp edge slope, one and only one lasing mode will be selected to lase. This mode selection feature will not be so prominent if the reflection, rather than the transmission, spectrum is adopted, as the compensated filtering profile brought by the reflection spectrum is box-like, its flat top may easily lock in several cavity modes if its width is designed wider than the mode span, or may lock in no mode at all if its width is otherwise designed narrower than the mode span.
After setting an appropriate tilt angle of the grating, we finally investigate the impact of Bragg wavelength difference Á B ð¼ B1 À B2 Þ between the two gratings on device's single-mode performance. The variations of SMSR and lasing wavelength with Á B are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. It is found that single-mode operation is achieved when Á B varies from 33 nm to 43 nm if the SMSR > 30 dB is required. However, it is seen from Fig. 5(b) that hopping of the lasing mode happens outside of the range of Á B 2 ½37; 43 nm. A flattened transmission peak resulted from either a smaller or a larger Á B , as shown in the insets of Fig. 5(b) , is responsible for this mode instability. As a result, Á B 2 ½37; 43 nm will be an appropriate working range for a stable single-mode operation.
In summary, the design parameters of the grating section are listed in Table 1 and the resulting transmission and reflection spectra are then fitted by the FIR filter within the bandwidth of around 80 nm. The fitting error is approximately 2.5% with 39 filter coefficients. These coefficients are then utilized in the time domain filtering as discussed in Section 3 for the study of laser performances.
We performed a self-consistent laser simulation in terms of the static and dynamic characteristics of the proposed device with as-cleaved facets. Fig. 6 shows the light-current (L-I) curves of the proposed laser and corresponding FP laser. It is noticed that the threshold current of the proposed laser is approximately 3 mA larger than that of the as-cleaved conventional FP laser in this example. The tilt of the gratings and the extra optical absorption in the unbiased region should be responsible for this threshold current increase. The simulated optical spectra of the device operated at continuous wave, and a modulation speed of 10 Gb/s are both shown in Fig. 7(a) , and the eye diagram of the output signal under the modulation is presented Fig. 7(b) . It is seen that the single-mode operation can be successfully achieved with a SMSR of 50 dB and a wide-open eye is also shown at 10 Gb/s modulation, indicating a well-behaved static and dynamic performances of the proposed device. 5. Discussion
The Impact of External Optical Feedback on the Single-Mode Performance
In this subsection, we have investigated the immunity to external optical feedback of the proposed device and compared with that of the conventional IC-DFB laser with 10%/90% coatings for the front/rear facets.
The lasing wavelength deviations and the single-mode yield with varying phases (0 ∼ 2) of external optical feedback at several feedback intensities from 0.1 (−10 dB) to 0.5 (−3 dB) were examined in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , respectively, for the proposed device and the conventional IC-DFB laser. The change of the lasing wavelength was calculated with respect to the case without external optical feedback. The results for the proposed device and the conventional IC-DFB laser are deliberately shown separately side by side in Fig. 8(a) for each feedback intensity in order for a clear view of their differences. It is shown that the maximum wavelength deviation is within [−0.5, 0.5] nm for the proposed device and [−1.7, 1.7] nm for the IC-DFB laser. We can also readily see that the immunity to feedback is becoming weaker for both devices with the increase of feedback level, while the proposed one noticeably excels over the IC-DFB one in terms of its much slower rate of deterioration. From Fig. 8(b) , we see that the proposed device maintains a single-mode yield ðSMSR > 30 dBÞ of beyond 90% under a phase perturbation of 0 ∼ 2 for the whole interested range of feedback intensities, whereas the yield of the IC-DFB laser is lower and getting worse dramatically with the increased feedback level. In order for a more systematic study on the single-mode yield of the proposed device, we carried a 2-D phase scan including both the effective phase variations of the rear facet and that of the external optical feedback. For the proposed device, the effective phase variations of the rear facet are induced by the random cavity lengths caused by the uncertain positions of cleaving in laser fabrications. It is worth mentioning that the random phase effect at the front facet is negligible due to its marginal power reflection of 10%. There are 16 Â 16 phase combinations in total. The change of SMSRs with these phase combinations was examined in Fig. 9(a) and (b) , respectively, for the proposed laser and the IC-DFB laser subjected to a feedback intensity of −7 dB. The single-mode yield is as high as approximately 75% for the proposed structure, whereas that of the IC-DFB laser is only around 37%.
Similarly, the impact of an increased feedback intensity of −3 dB is also studied and shown in Fig. 10 . While the single-mode yield of the IC-DFB laser is deteriorating to a level of around 16%, that of the proposed device remains almost unchanged with the increase of the feedback level, indicating its higher feedback resistance within a wide range of feedback intensities.
The Impact of Random Effective Facet Phases on the Single-Mode Performance Without External Optical Feedback
As is well known, the random grating residual phases at the front and/or rear facet for IC-DFB lasers is another factor that leads to a serious decrease of the single-mode yield. In our design, the high spectral purity is not achieved by the distributed feedback grating extending over the whole cavity length. However, there still are random effective facet phases because of the cavity length variations caused by the random positions of cleaving process during the device fabrication. In this subsection we investigated the impact of these random effective phases at both of two facets on the single-mode yield for the proposed laser with as-cleaved facets.
The variations of SMSR with 16 Â 16 combinations of phases at the front and rear facets are illustrated in Fig. 11 . The calculated yield of the proposed device under the criterion of SMSR > 30 dB is about 75%, which is a significant improvement to that of the conventional IC-DFB laser where the yield is approximately 30% with a normalized coupling coefficient of 2 [22] .
Conclusion
By inserting a wavelength-detuned double tilted grating section to the conventional FP cavity, we have obtained a single-mode laser with high immunity to the external optical feedback. The simulation results of the static and dynamic characteristics of the proposed device demonstrate that 1) a stable single-mode operation can be achieved with a SMSR of 50 dB, and 2) the singlemode performance is less susceptible to the external optical feedback, as well as the effective facet phases when compared with conventional IC-DFB lasers. Specifically, for the proposed device, the maximum wavelength deviation caused by the external optical feedback is approximately one third that of the conventional IC-DFB laser with HR/AR facet coatings, and the single-mode yield of 90% (as opposed to the yield of 35% for IC-DFB lasers) under a 0 ∼ 2 phase perturbation with the optical feedback intensity of as strong as −3 dB has been achieved. Further, such a notable improve of yield is still maintained with the random effective facet phases caused by cleaving in fabrication taken in account. All these indicate that the proposed device is a potential competitive candidate of the robust single-mode light source with a strong immunity to the external optical feedback in optical fiber communication networks. 
From (A3) and (A4), it is known that jj ¼ jj holds at c , i.e., near the edge of stop-band where the first zero reflection occurs. The corresponding transmission coefficient becomes
so that we have jt j ¼ 1, ' T ¼ ÀL. According to the spectral arrangement of the two transmission spectra shown in Fig. 12 , we may find that 1 ¼ À 2 always holds at ¼ c (i.e., ¼ c ), where 1 and 2 are the detuning of c from 01 and 02 , respectively. In this case, ' T ¼ ' T 1 þ ' T 2 ¼ 0 is obtained at ¼ c ; consequently, a zero total phase shift at the transmission peak is the result.
